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Energy Bank Robbed; Employee Injured
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Security, which, in turn, notified the 23rdStreetbuilding. . prevent' .' srnange,.s ironi'entenn;~ '-:;,'
local authorities. An investigation "It's not a security problem, tbeb¢idins;._ . _' ..
Sceae of the crime ~above); ellief of
security, Richard DUlOD, cites student
failure to wear I.D. cards as the reason
for tbese incidents.
By Pamela Smith
Two youths entered and robbed cash drawer open. When it failed
the Student Center's Energy Bank to open, he then told Mantor to
injuring an employee and stealing open it. Mantor, thinking it was a
an amount estimated between joke, hesitated and was struck on
$125 and $180. The robbery took the nose, wi~h what was apparent-
place on Tuesday, February 2, at ly a gun.
approximately 3:30 p.m. "At the time I didn't know
The employee, Joe Mantor, has what he (the robber) had in his
been employed with Tasty Vend, hand, but I did see a silver
the fast food service that object," said Minor.
operates the Energy Bank, for After collecting the money, the
more than three years. He under- alleged thieves ran through the
went surgery for a fractured nose, lounge area laughing.
but is expected to return to work "We thought they were
soon. playing," said one student who
Witnesses claim that the ban- was in the lounge area at the time.
dits, described as two black males, . . UNo one really knew what was
entered the Marble Lounge and happening." There were approx-
headed to the restaurant area imately twenty students in the
where they entered through a side Marble LOunge, and no one at-
.~:teedi1Ig-tothe'lil~en. tempted to foil the escape of the
Aa:oIrcIi8ii;. to-C)ewitJ.ess Daryl . roobers. .
··~f~O~"i·~~~··_~~ .l~=~~~~··."'-~'c1iia--~:of~ ~lltY~·.~Jljcn~rd-
one of the two banged on the Dillon, said that the students took
register in ail attempt to force the the best course of action by not
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By Wendy Gertler
Formal farewells were
presented to Samuel Thomas,
former Dean of the School of
Business and Public Administra-
tion on Thursday, February 11 at
the Union Club on East 37th
Street. Thomas has been Dean at
the School of Business at Hofstra
University since September 1,
1981, and is temporarily succeed-
ed by D. Francis Connelly, Assis-
tant Vice President for Ad-
ministration.
Bertha Newhouse, Assistant
Dean of the School of Business
. and Public Administration,
hosted . the luncheon. From
Thomas, she "learned tact and
diplomacy," she said, adding,
"Sam has the rare ability to
listen to problems."
Other speakers, equally as com-
plimentary, were Dean Emeritus
Emanuel Saxe, whose ties with
Thomas go back as far as 1956,
Dr. Robert Weaver,and President
Jod Segall, who read and
presented a certificate to Thomas.
"This move of Sam's has some
inevitability about it," said Segall.
Referring to Thomas's seeking of
accreditation for the school and
Thomas's desire to build strong
community ties, Segall added,
"It's perfectly reasonable that
they (the officials at Hofstra)
picked the best man in the country
for it."
Also present among the approx-
imate 160 attendants was
Thomas's family. Professors, lec-
turers, and administrators, con-
tributing their $20 Per seat, flank-
ed the buffet and dining tables at
the spacious hall at the Union
Oub. ,
"It's a wonderful thing to have
been away from Baruch for
several months and to come back
and see so many people hap-
py-not because I left it,
though!" said Thomas. Leaving
one message, he added, "You are
far better, far more competent,
and a greater institution than any
of you have recognized."
Assistant Dean Newhouse
presented Thomas with a token of
esteem from Cartier: a crystal car-
ving of a thoroughbred.
The current situation at Baruch,
without Sam Thomas, is tem-
porary. Professor Connelly will
remain as acting dean, as ap-
pointed by President Segall, until
September 1~82, when the screen-
ing process for the new dean is ex-
pected to be completed. Accor-
ding to Clara Lovett, Assistant
Provost, the Office ofthe'Provost
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Put Off 'till Tomorrow
What Can Be Done Today
For quite some time now, Baruch has been without a director of placement. It is assumed
. .that the college will eventually fill this position; however, no one seems to know when exactly
this will take place. .
Despite all the excuses our esteemed administrators may give for the vacancy still having
not been filled, the fact remains that there has been more than enough time to pick a suitable
replacement, or at least a candidate for the job. Perhaps the reason for the delay is the ad-
ministrations desire to hire someone who is both highly qualified and highly competent.
They should not let such a minute point stand in their way. After all, they've never worried
about hiring qualified, competent people in the past.
Besides being without a director of placement, the college is also without a director of
evening student activities as well as a night manager of student activities. These vacancies
were created by the departure of Robert Georgia and Bill Kahn, respectively. Needless to
say. the college is still undecided as to how the vacancies are to be dealt with. It is extremely
difficult to overlook the fact that both men gave ample notice of their decision to resign.
. Although they have not taken sufficient steps toward filling these positions, the administra-
tion at least remains consistent. The rule of thumb at Baruch has always been when in doubt,
procrastinate.
In case they haven't thought about it, one way to arrive at suitable replacements would be
to form search committees. It is said that these committees are used quite often and have
proven to be very useful. They definitely make it easier to locate suitable candidates; but
then, why should we expect the administration to follow the most expedient path. This is a
classical example of bureaucrats refusing to take the initiative without being prodded into
doing so.
Is it too much to ask that an administration provides for the basic needs of its constituents.
Certainly, it can be said that a placement director is an essential part of any college. The
placement office was bad enough with a director; without one, it has become worse.
It is ironic that a college which trains students in the field of management cannot manage
its own affairs. Surely, the administration is not attempting. to lead by example; for if they
are, there will be very few Baruch management majors hired. Actually, there is no telling
how much' our administrators could accomplish once they set their minds to it since they
never have.
Ma~be_tbe::administrationshould hire an efficiency expert to evaluate its performance;
ho~v~r.:~·.~()qldI!~taccomplish very much since they would probably consult an ineffi-
cient agency•. Therefore, .they should learn to cope with problems. as soon as they arise,
It is of the utmost i~portance that these positions be filled as soon as possible, and the·
best way to accomplish this is through the use of search committees. Actually, the idea of a
search committee is not foreign to the college administration. There is no reason to com-
plicate the situation. The search could be nationwide (but this would only increase the
possibility of someone who is competent being hired), or it could be limited to within CUNY.
An in-CUNY search would not be that limited. There is always word of mouth. The last in-
CUNY search lead to the hiring of a veteran affairs co-ordinator from the state of
Washington. Who knows? The next in-CUNY search may bring someone from the Aleutian
islands to Baruch, or better yet, may be someone from Florida.
THE TIC
Dear Editor;
I am writing in response to -Jay
Schwartz's letter to the editor
(2/1/82) regarding the New York
Public Interest Research Group,
Inc. (NYPIRG).
I am a sophomore at Baruch
and am working with NYPIRG to
organize a chapter here. While
Mr. Schwartz is correct in saying
that NYPIRG has helped students
through the Truth-In-Testing and
Sunshine laws, I must point out
that he is factually incorrect in
stating that they were passed as a
result of the federal Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). The
federal Freedom of Information
Act gives citizens access to govern-
ment records on the federal level,
not on the State, County or City
levels. ITo provide access on those
levels' NYPIRG lobbied for
Freedom of Information and
Open Meetings laws (Sunshine
laws) in New York State. In addi-
tion testing corporations like the
Educational Testing Service (ETS)
are not subject to freedom of in-
formation laws. Therefore,
NYPIRG lobbied for the Truth-
In-Testing Law which requires the
test makers to disclose all studies
of test validity and. provide
students with test questions and
answers. It was this state law
which set a national precedent
resulting in similar bills being pro-
posed in Congress andnumerous
other states (not the other way
around as was implied by Mr,
Schwartz).
Mr. Schwartz states that
NYPIRG takes the $2.00 fee and
uses it to advance the ideology of
Ralph Nader. While NYPIRG is
an outgrowth of Mr. Nader's con-
sumer movement, it is also an
outgrowth of the environmental,
students rights, civil rights and
other movements and does not
take its directions from Ralph
Nader. NYPIRG is governed by a
Board of Directors comprised
solely of students, which makes
.financial and program decisions.
In addition NYPIRG allows for a
full refund to any student who
does not wish to contribute.
Mr. Schwartz goes on to charge
that at a protest in June or'I979
NYPIRG organizers said that in-
dian Point Nuclear Power Plant
can turn into another Hiroshima.
NYPIRG has never stated that In-
dian Point could blow up like a
nuclear bomb, and the work it has
done on Indian Point is much
more sophisticated than "ranting
gibberish. "
NYPIRG's concern with Indian
Point is due to, its proximity to
New York City (witltin 60 miles of
1/10 of the U.S. population), its
inadequate emergency planning,
and errors in design. Indian Point
is not in compliance with Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
guidelines for emergency plann-
ing. Questions of design error and
problems with accidents have been
raised by NYPIRG and other
organizations including the Union
of Concerned Scientists. As a
result the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is holding un-
precedented investigations con-
cerning these operating reactors.
Mr. Schwartz speaks as if col-
lege students are not affected by
social issues. On the contrary,
students vote, ride subways and
pay utility bills. Tbeycertaintly
are not immune to consumer
fraud and are vitally affected by
tuition increases andaid cutbacks.
NYPIRG has registered thousands
of students to vote each semester,
.. is. working for. _better subways, .
lobbied into law a. Utility Bill of
Rights and has counseled hun-
dreds of students at NYPIRG con-
sumer action centers. NYPIRG
continues to take an active role in
lobbying for student financial aid
and fighting tuition increases.
While I respect Mr. Schwartz's
right to his opinion, I feel his deci-
sion was based on misinforma-
tion.
Because of NYPIRG's program
and accomplishments I believe
NYPIRG would be an asset- to
Baruch College. and 1.;.urge
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Come to our office-Room 307 of the
Student Center-wlth samples of your work,































rea! 'applications separate and
distinct from NYPIRG's 'goals.
Many internships are available as
researchers ,lobbyists, organizers,
journalists and artists.
Once a year, ,NYP I RG
organizes its Spring: Conference,
which is the largest student
meeting held ,in the' United States.
This year's conference is being
held on February 27 to 28 at
SUNY-Albany.· The cost is $12
for .roundtrip transportation, tw,?
meals and a party.f.or allthose
.students who are interested in fin-
, ding' out' more 'about· NYPIRG,
this is a jserfect ~ opportunity to
meet other ,students already' in-
, volved and. to Iearn about, what
they accomplish" _
.The political: Science 'Society is
having. a meeting 0-':1 .Thursday,
February 25 to. discuss petition
drives, the Spring Conference;
and' much more. ,. The meeting is
'being-held in 'room 1972 of 360
'PAS at. 1 p.rn. Formore informa-
tion, call Mary Lou Reichel at
725-7149.
Future Plans
"Students have to realize that the
fee is refundable:" Both girls are
hoping that once NYPIRG is
established and the students can
see how beneficial it can be, that
they will not want _to refund their
. money. But for those who are .tru- ,
Iy opposed to NYPIRG, for -one
reason or another, they do have
the option of getting their $2
back.
What with the ~UNY 'budget
cuts, Reagan's squeeze on student
aid, and Koch and Carey's pro-
posal to raise the, tuition at the
CUNY Schools, it's no wonder
that Baruch students would object
to a $2 increase for the purpose of
establishing a NYPIR9 chapter!
But it is precisely for these
grievances that a NYPIRG"
chapter would prove beneficial;
NYPIRG provides a 'viable, and
often very effective, way of
fighting for student interests.
.' tile TIcker
Opposition, in Sigbt
- The vote does not only decide "Right now, many other
whether or not students want a schools are voting to join
NYPIRG chapter at Baruch, but NYPIRG. As each new school
whether or not they are willing to joins, they are building a force
pay an extra $2 as part of the stu- that is willing and prepared to
dent acti~tyf~~ ,~tj~_ ~s.. !~l!~.,·."fJgb,L.tb.e..' ~I~_ .•~_-~ ..~ .. '~,'.
~hiclt ~arises~at'-the same time that ~," said~ess-;-Healso.d,·~~;,~r: ,,'
the proposed $5 increase is 'being creasingly, when NYPIRG begins.
hotly debated, that Mary Lou to work on problems, and work
Reichel sees as an obstacle in the on them seriously, the results are
way of the chapter's birth. notably positive."
"People who vote 'no' are only Ross also discussed the good
imposing their will on everyone feelings one derives from knowing
else. They can vote 'yes' and get a that he helped pass a bill that
refund, " said Reiche1. Ileana helped other people in some way.
Delgado, a junior who worked The executive director, once a
toward getting a NYPIRG chapter "Nader's Raider," pointed out
at Baruch last year, said, that involvement in NYPIRG has
By Wendy Gertler '
-'
NYPIRG describes itself as a
"non-profit, no n-p ar t i san
research and -advocacy organiza-
tion directed by New Yori: college
and university students." The 17
statewide chapters, six of which
are within the CUNY system, do a
great deal of lobbying in the State
The New _York Public' Interest
Research Group (NVPIRG) is in-
creasing its effort to establish a
chapter at Baruch. At the general
interest meeting held o-n Thurs-
day, February 18 in the Oak
Lounge, Donald Ross. the Ex-
ecutive Director of NYPIRG,
Loretta Simon, the Downstate
Coordinator, and .Mary Lou
Reichel, the Vice President of the
Political Science Society, spoke to
over thirty students on the
possibility of having a chapter on
the campus.
"This school has unique skills
that other schools don't have,"
said Ross, adding, ~'Many
business skills can be applied to
, '






The Office of the President of
Baruch College, has announced,
the promotion of 24 faculty
members and the granting of
tenure to 14 others. Promotions
took effect on January 1, 1982
with tenure appointments becom-
ing applicable on September I,
1982.
These decisions were made by
the Board of Trustees of the.Col-
lege at its December 1981 meeting.
This is the final stage of a four tier
process of consideration and
recommendation of individual
faculty members.
According to Dr. PhilipE.
Austin, Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Provost,
"Each faculty member is 'treated
individually, and is selected on his
or her own merit."
Atthe initial level, each depart-
ment of the college has a commit-
tee that considers its members for
recommendation to its school's
Budget and Personnel Committee.
After voting on nominees, this
committee passes its recommenda-
tions to the 16 member Budget
and Personnel Committee of the
college. This body, which includes
nine faculty members, four deans,
. .
and the administrative vice-
president, offers its recommenda-
tions to- the president who makes
the-final decision at this point. He
then forwards a final list of names legislature. trying to shape public
to ·the~Boardof~'fpr,tbelr"":'--pelicy-~--deYeJ~,.citizenship '... ,'
approval. ' , . , skills.-
"Anyone turned down at one In order to mobilize a chapter at
level," Dr. Austin said, "has one Baruch, students need to be in-
appeal to a sub-committee at the formed about NYPIRG. Then
next higher level." There are no they can sign a petition, which re-
upper limits on the number of in quires 10070 of the student popula-
four general areas of perfor- tion. Once all of this is com-
fiance: teaching effectiveness, pleted, the proposal appears as a
scholarly and pro f'ess ional referendum on the May student
growth, service to the institution, government elections, to be voted
and service to the public. upon.
Felmlary,~, 1982
By Wendell M. Faria
cited in which the U.N.; under its
present charter and mode of
operations, has been called upon
to invoke punitive measures on
nations guilty of international
transgressions, Wielding its most
potent weapon (i. e. the imposi-
tion of economic and diplomatic
sanctions) Waldheim and his
predecessors have been' called
upon to act against South Africa
for human rights violations, in the
volatile Middle East to avert the
possibility of a pervasive war, in
South America, in Africa, in the
U.S.S.R. In short, reveille has
sounded at U.N. headquarters at
the appearance of every major in-
ternational conflict that has
erupted . since its inauguration
years ago.
other things, th~t any disarma-
ment process must be- propor-
tionate among member natiens.
There is no way that Russia will
agree to part with some of ,its
nuclear forces while the U.S ..has
its' entire arsenal intact, and vice
versa. Due consideration is also
given to the fa-ct that such a world
military outfit must be rigidly
supervised and controlled to deter
any corruption within its ranks.
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Phonathon To Begin; Volunteers Needed
By Abby Weiner
Baruch College will begin- its an- -
nual Phonathon fund-raising
.drive February 22. Introduced in
~ 1975, the Phonathon, a telephone
campaign during which volunteers
solicit pledges from Baruch alum--
ni, accounts for a major part of
Baruch's funding;
"SQ"'many·people benefit from
. this. Over $100,000 went out last
year, " said Rose Silva, Manager
of Alumni Affairs.
Silva is . aiding Phonathon
Director Antoinette Alesi of the
Office of College Relations in
coordfnating the fundraiser.
The donations are used in a
wide range of college functions in-
cluding the Quality of Life pro-
grams, support of student scholar-
ships, funding for athletic equip-
ment, doctoral seminars and to in-
itiate other projects for which fun-
ding is otherwise unavailable.
Students, alumni, faculty and
staff members are urged to help.
"We still need volunteers. We
are only 50 percent staffed at this
time," said Alesi. "We went to
club day and found four or five











VoIuDteenhusy at the phoaes SOUdtiDg pledges during Banach's annual Pllonatbon.
Government which turned out to will respond." departments asking them to
be six people. We appealed in Alesi said that they have sent volunteer andto-urge their facul-
Baruch Today. We hope people letters to the deans of various ty, and students, to volunteer as
well. Francis Connelly, Assistant
Vice President of Administrative
Affairs,· has volunteered his ser-
vices, according to Alesi.
This year's goal is to exceed
$100,000. Volunteers will be
working one or two nights, Mon-
day through Thursday during the
weeks of February 22, March 1
and March 8. Calls will be made
between the hours of 6:30 and
9:30 p.rn., and dinner will be serv-
ed each evening at 5:30..
Prizes will be awarded to those
volunteers who achieve the
greatest results. These prizes have
been donated by companies such
as Clairol, Philip Morris· and
Revlon, as well as by alumni. The
prizes include a silver tea service, a
dinner at Windows on the World
and a stay at the Concord Hotel.
~'We are working on more
gifts," said Alesi. Last year, a trip
for two to Copenhagen was of-
fered as a prize. "There will be a
trip this year," she said. "We do
not know where but we are work-
ing on it."
Last year's Phonathon director
has left, and the new staff has had
to learn the hard way, according
to Alesi.
FullSchedule OfEvents
Marks Black History Mo-nth
By Michael S. Goodman
Elijah McCoy, Henry Flipper,
Carter ·G. Woodson. What. ,do ,- ..
these men have in common? All
three of them play important
roles in the history of the black
people in America which is being
celebrated throughout the month
of February.
Back in the 1920's, Carter G.
Woodson founded Black History
Week to help black Americans
raise their consciousness and
remember that black people
helped to shape America. In 1980,
Black History Week became Black
History Month and this month
will reiterate, through-a series of
films and lectures, the
achievements of the black popula-
tion.
Erick Alexander, coordinator
for Black History Month has
worked hard to schedule the many
events taking place at Baruch.
~ 'The idea of Black History
Month is to "celebrate the
achievements of blacks in the
United States, " Mr. Alexander
said. "We want to present the
concept of unity and solidarity
among the black people all. over
the world."
. The opening ceremony for this
month was held on February 4 in
the Oak Lounge with Dr. Juanita
HOWald, of the Sociology Depart-
ment,' as the guest speaker. Dr.
Howard sp'oke -about the many
black contributors to American
life. She mentioned Elijah McCoy
who invented a cup-like device to
oil machinery more efficiently.
Because many people made poor
imitations of McCoy's invention,
prospective buyers began asking
for the "Real McCoy", thus coin-
ing a term still used today. Henry
Hipper was the first black man to
graduate from the West Point
Military Academy in 1877.
"Many blacks perceive our pre-
sent situation as oppresive and
repressive," said Dr. Howard.
"Everybody should have a role
model. Indeed, my aunt became a
role model for me."
With all the events planned at
Baruch it should not be hard to
find a model.
On Wednesday, February 10,
the film "I Remember Harlem:
Parts 1&11" was shown in the
Oak Lounge. This film, in four
parts, took over two and a half
years to make, according to Dr.
Howard who is the associate pro-
ducer of the film. It deals with the
memories of past Harlem
residences and the tensions that . t
could be felt. The film is also be'
ing shown on Channel 13
throughout the month of
February.
On Thursday, February 11, Dr.
Ben Jochannon and Susan
Robeson discussed Paul Robeson.
The Oak Lounge was the site for a
film festival on Wednesday,
February 17 and on February 18,
poet Tato Laviera gave an exam-
ple of his work. Mr. Laviera used
street language to convey his
message. On Monday, the 22nd
Judge Bruce Wright will appear as
guest speaker and on the 24th part
IV of "I Rember Harlem" will be
shown in the Oak Lounge follow-
ed by a discussion.
The final event scheduled will
be the Dean of Students
Distinguished Speakers for Issues
and Awareness Series which
presents a Symposium on U.S.
Foreign Policy in South Africa.
This will be held February 25 at
12:30 in the Faculty Lounge.
All of the events for Black
History Month are sponsored by
B.L.A.C.K., Vangard, the Black
and Hispanic Coalition, the Black
Students Organization,
P.R.I.D.E., and the Christian
Club.
Jane Globus Seminar Series Ready To Begin Spring Term
In the past the seminars have
By Michael S. Goodman dealt with such topics as "The
History of Fatherhood," "Iran-
If you often find yourself .in- Retrospect and Prospect" and
terested in a certain subject, but "Energy and the Economy. "
just can't find a class to satisfy Heading this year's series is
your ~ants~ then the Jane Globus' Professor Patricia Yancey Martin
SemiBar Series is just what you've of Florida State University at
.. been Iooking for. Tallahassee. Ms. Martin, a pro-
The list of-speakers for the Spr- fessor of social work, will speak
jog semester offers a. wide variety on "Women in Organizations:
o.ftopics which will prove fulfill- Power, Authority and Leadership
iD8 to Jtlany,~ple.__ . - - - -- .- - . Positions;" Her.current ,work In- ; -
- .•. .JL ••••_ -, _'!!J.._{II_"P, .. IIL.-.· .............. _.... .1'." .. ,,, .. ""... . " . • -_' .
" -;
. ·~i~:',~
eludes a case study which com-
pares the way in which women are
treated in the banking profession
and in universities.
This seminar, sponsored by the
Sociology/Anthropology Depart-
ment, will be held Friday,
February 26 at 1 p.m. in room
1603 in the 23rd S1. building.
Refreshments will be served.
The second of the seminars, to
. be held. M9~ay, ;M~chJ}; _'~IL , ,
feature William Schuman, com-
poser and Chairman of the Board
of Ma<:Dowe11 Colony and Presi-
dent Emeritus of the Julliard
School and Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts. Mr. Schuman
will speak on "Music Manage-
ment" in the Walter E. Nallin
Recital Hall, room 122() in the
23rd St. building at 2:30p.m. This
seminar is being sponsored by the
Music Department.
Ino addition, J Dean M~r~~.
Stevens will give the second of the
Baruch Scholar Lectures on Tues-
day, March 16 at 3 p.m, in the
Faculty Lounge. Dean Stevens'
lecture will be on "Medieval Pic-
tures: Text and Illustration of the
Ellesmere Chaucer Manuscript."
Slides of the Ellesmere manuscript
of Chaucer's Omterlnlry TaIeJ
will be shown. Scholarship and
research libraries will also be
discussed. All. students, faculty,
staff··and .alumni ,are invited.~ .. - -
' •• -: ~ o •• : __;':'<' 'L_:.: 4:~ .
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best prot~on for the skiD is
prevention.
. Protecting skin from the
elements; cold, harsh winds.
snow, etc., is important in the
winter. If skin is unprotected it·
has more of a chance of becomins .
dry and damaged. The way to pre-
vent the skin from becomiDa
damaged is to keep the moisture,
water, already in the skin, from
evaporating. This can be done by
using a moisturizer.
A moisturizer can help to retain
'water that is already in the skin. It
cannot add water to the skin.
Water, not oil, is the skin's
natural lubricant. Even those with
. oily skin should use a moisturizer.
. that is specially formulated. for
this purpose. Moisturizers made
for oily skin are designed not to
stir up the oil glands.. They work
to keep the water in.
Frequent washing .of the skin"
strips away the protective oils that
the skin has. Becuase of this, most
d errnatologist s recommend
washing only when necessary. The
best time to use a moisturizer is
after a bath or shower.
" .,
By Karen Tysoa
When the. skin's moisture is
lostcsome damage occurs. It isim-
portant to realize that once you
can see..the symptoms of dry skin,
irreversible damage has been
done. This does' not mean that the
skin will not return to a healthy
state; it will eventually heal. Each
time the skin is damaged, its make
up is altered and weakened.
It follows that putting on loads
of moisturizer will not. make up
for the harm already done. Using
a moisturizer will make the skin
feel smoother and will help it to
look healthier ~ Since the
~ moisturizer stays on the surfacea and doesn't penetrate the skin,
~ slothing it on might block the
3: pores and cause breakouts.
£ To protect the skin, a
~ moisturizer should be used aloner-
~ or under make up. Pay special at-
§ tention to the eye area, laugh lines
~ and any areas where fine lines
~ have developed.
Investing time in finding a
moisturizer, and using it, Will pay
off now and in the future. The




cent dummies," Messing said.
Messing says his days at Baruch
are like bittersweet memories. Not
being a business student made him
feel like he was different, always
going upstream. However, he
. says, there were certain in-
strumental teachers and he is very
appreciative.
Does he consider himself sue-
. cessful? . . - ..... - ..
"I'm certainly not complacent
about where I am. I don't think
I've attained any measure of
greatness. You're only as good as
your last story. But this is a very
romantic job," he said.
"Momentarily, you're better off in
law or medicine. However, the
reward here is not money. You
feel responsibility. You could
really change someone's life."
Ultimately, Messing said he
would like to write a television
screenplay because he is constant-
ly placed on the verge of stories
everyone wants to know about.
. "I think if you get started early
enough you could accomplish
anything you want to," he said.
PbiI Messilll at work ill his office at PGIice Headq81ll'tfts.
By Michael S. Goodman
In our last issue weintroduced a
special profile series attempting to
answer questions students have
conceming their education and
their future. Here weoffer our se-
condprofile; continuing ourfocus
on the experiences of recent
Baruch graduates. Again, if
anyone knows of (J fairly recent
grlldlltlte 'who has all interesting
story to tell, write to The Ticker,
StudentCenler, Box J 77 or call US-
at 725-7620.
Although Baruch is generally
regarded as a·business school, not
aU o'f its students and graduates
care to discuss profits and losses,
inventories and sales.
One such graduate is Philip
Messing. Messing is a reporter for
the New York Post who spent .his .
years at Baruch as an English ma-
jor who also completed the educa-
tion sequence. In his final term,
he took the journalism internship
course. Upon graduating in 1977,
after spending some time in San
Francisco, he took a job with a
small newspaper in Brooklyn
called the Brooklyn Times. Final- You're constantly facing pressure
ly, he met a Post reporter who got because of deadlines. You have to
him a job with the Post as a have the stomach for this line of
typesetter. From there Messing work. Although the rewards are
became the movie clock editor and immediate, you are constantly
dictationist. However, he was not faced with defeat," Messing said.
completely satisfied and. decided Of course a reporter's job is not
he wanted to move ucityside. " for every body. Messing feels that
. Scmeone had just Jiven up her yo~. ha:: ~to ~. ':tremendously
job as reporter f~f9~~;.__ .r~~ ~d .-~~g to bounce
-~. . ' .. -~ 'M .. i ;: £:~;""'-._' ··,-back-«"<He~averge·.()f·
~!J!I.~~~__ .» .~ -01...~.--- zer ··"-1Jitee··Si5nes:"':-:"da--,anaiOin~tmies""
m ALlJUst ·1980. ..' .~ .. ,. -~.Y.. ..' '.-
uIn the beginning I put in my ~2 can .go two or ~ee~YS without
hour days. I' paid Illy dues and getting any of them 10 the paper.
finally got my chance;" he said. However, Messing's job is not
uJoumalism is a calling. The pro- all bad. He's had the chance to
blem is many people are called cover some very exciting stories.
and few are chosen." including flying to Canada to
Messing's job is to report any cover the surrender of Abby Hoff-
stories relating to the Police man, talking to Craig Crimmins
Department. His office, at Police and covering the story of the
Headquarters, is equipped with Metropolitan Opera murder, and
four police radios, a "fire radio and taking the tour :hat ro~~ie police
a desk full of telephones. He gets officers take during trammg. Dur-
into his office at 2 p.m. and works in~ t~is tour, th:ou~ a maze-like
until 5, whereupon he returns to building, ~ummles Jump out and
his office at the Post to write the" rookies have to act fast,
about the day's happennings. deciding whether or not they are
"Sometimes the work gets being threatened.
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DCKIUl-f .. :. ".
. . . .'....
partial breach of contract is to be-
expected, but never accepted.'
Turn and face that joker who· .
said he'd be "right back" twelve"·
minutes ago..Unscrew your mouth
and glare with determination.;
He'll get the message. He may
sheepishly glance in your directiou
but refuse to meet your disapprov-
ing eyes. Hold strong; :his·
_resistance is" breaking down and
your payment is' on its way. His
eyes meet yours. H.
"Oh, yeah.. Thanks, .For"Wat~
ching my books." .. ' - ..
You acknowledge his thanks
with a curt. nod and r:es~meYQ1lT....,-
reading. You feel a light tap" on .
your arm. Could it be•.•. ..
"Oh, yeah. D'you, uh, havethe
time?"
point to expose my naked wrists to
the students beside me. I think so-
meone wishes to make a liar out of
me. "No;" I'll say. "I don't have
the time."
Those who desert their books,
though they are making a greater
demand on your time, appear less
tedious. I suppose the deserter's
fears are legitimate. I mean, of all
the things in the library worth
stealing his stuff just tops the list.
It deserves the stiffest protection.
Of course. I nev~r really aban-
don my work for his things, (one
duffel bag, one ball-point pen,- a
jacket, a news daily, a tattered
notebook); I figure a sidewise
glance every five minutes will suf-
fice. I can be very lax when the
property involved is not my own.
When the supplicant (finally!)
returns, he quietly. takes his seat
and canvasses' through his belong-
ings, ('Did she steal my
checkbook? My calculator? How
much money did I leave in my
jacket pocket?') failing to -extend
, the least -signal' of gratitude. This
should you comply? That is the
question.
I usually do; I will watch so-
meone's books, anyway. A secret
code seems to exist concerning the •
safeguarding of property. Mainly,
not only is one's cooperation an-
ticipated, but the watcher is
assured that the deserter will glad-
ly reciprocate the action. Frankly,
I rarely ask others to watch my
bags. I rarely carry anything of
great value, but I usually live up to
c;I
my end of. the deal.
On the other hand, don't
bother me for the time, it's such a
trivial matter. It has come to the
point where I remove my watch
before even entering the library in
a bid to dissuade the clock-
watchers. Do you think my fellow
Baruchians fall for this ruse? No
way. "You got the time?," I'm
asked';" direetlY"I'after:· amaking·' a
"YeaII, I'II.watda yoaf OOo.ks,
but•••"
Many people consider a coilege a serious
institution for higher education. However.
tlte~ a~ many occurrences tllat take place
which would contradict this. In this new
column, Carolyne Abernathy wit! try to br-
ing to light some ofthese even's through her
satirical interpretations of whot goes on at
Baruch.
made it across the street with your
life. But is it really such a haven?
Do you get to work in peace?
Well, yes and no. An answer
may be found in the following rid-
dle: When is a library not a
library? When it's 1) a current-
time answering service, and 2) a
guard's station!
You must know-what I'm talk-
ing about. Remember being deep-
The Baruch College Library is, ly involved in your work, trying to
for many students, a retreat; a solve a difficult equation or make
place where one can kick.off her sense out of a deep, philosophical
shoes and read a current essay; that blissful feeling of in-
periodical; a place to work on an timate involvement between you
assignment; a place to get some and the text?' How do you feel
rest between classes. Its two floors having your private bubble burst
provide a somewhat diverse col- by a well meaning but oh-sos
lection of reports, reference annoying student who wants to
materials and books of general in- "know the time" or, worse yet,
terest. A quiet pla e, it's just one who'd like you to "watcl1"
where you want to be after your his books? Chances are you
classes.are over and .y.oll.'ye again '. ~ become 'E;FaDky and irritable.! ;But.·r
o' ~ • -. ... •
»ow
r the 11cker, •. February 12. 1912
is sponsoring a
International Publications 0
AWARDS of free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in our popular,
handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETS.
!American C!Collrgiate t)orts ~ntbologp
~91JP
Deadline: March 31
CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:
$100 $50 $25 $15 Fourth$10 FifthFirst Place Second Place Third Place
jlatio~aI <!Colltgt ~ottr!, <!Conttst
- - Spring Concours 1982 - - .
open to all college and university students desiring to have their poetry
anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems:
, :
For more Info: 260-0570
STYLING-HAIRPIECES
F.Ull SERVICE :..~
We offer the best In Stjllng, Qlttlng and
Beard Trimming.
We also specla1lze In Hair Replacemen.t,
(Done In Strict Confidence)
LOCATED AT:
161 E. 23rd Street







Flexible hours - days...nights.••
weekends.•.holidays
Good Appearance, outgoing personality
and conscientious work habits
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
$5 per hour (no commission)
JENNIFER HOUSE
79 Street (2nd Ave.)
57 Street (B'way)
Interviews in our Park Avenue Store:









Any student is eligible to submit his or her verse.
All entries must be original and unpublished.
All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the page only.
Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper left-
hand corner, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the
COLLEGEattended. Put name and address on envelope also!
There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to
fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title.
(Avoid "Untitled"]] Small black and white illustrations welcome.
The judges' decision will be final. No info by phone!
Entrants should keep a copy of all entries as they cannot be returned.
Prize winners. and all authors awarded free publication will be notified
immediatelv after deadline. J.P. will retain first publication rights for
accepted poems. Foreign language poems welcome.
There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a
fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit
no more than ten poems per entrant. \
All entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and
fees be paid, cash, check or money order, to:
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
P. O. Box 44"':"L




39 East 30th Street
..... •.... 0 ....... ~~ Pollr .".. °ol'ro.. __ .....
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* Monday' s & Thursday' sat 5: 30 p.a, Student Center
** Friday·s at 1:00 p.m. &3:00 26th Street Building
*** Friday's at 12:30 p.m. &3:00 26th Sr· .
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STAG~E
TV TKIVIA
PERSONAL BEST This 'film is not
about Lesbians, it's about Olympic
Lesbians-s-no, I mean it's about the
Olympics. Mariel Hemingway sweats
while Scott Glenn frets.
THE BORDER Life and strife on the
Mex-U.5. line. Jack Nicholson
wonderful as seedy patrolman with
heart of gold.
ONE FROM THE HEART More
Minelli than Coppola, ihis frenetic,
overbudgeted piece of fluff is like
Busby Berkeley on acid-and he was




While watching The Uncle
Floyd Show recently, we .got the
idea of doing a column aboutall
those kiddie shows we used to
watch (the MANIAC still watches
them, of course). So here we go.
I. During The Uncle Floyd Show,
the Maniac opined, "Miss
Frances was never like this."
Who was Miss Frances? (l
point)
2. One of the more enduring
hosts is Captain Kangaroo.
Who plays the Captain? (1
point)
3. The Captain began as a clown
on another show. Name the
down's name and the show's
name. (l point each)
4. One cartoon often seen on
Captain Kangaroo is Tom Ter-
rific. Name Tom's dog
sidekick and most-often-seen
enemy. (I point each)
5. What space-born cartoon hero
IravelJed with a caveman and a
robot? What were the names
of the caveman and the robot?
(1 point each)
6. Officer Joe Bolton was host of
several cartoon shows. For one
of these he was promoted to
Chief .Joe Bolton. What car-
toonsdid he host? (I point)
7. One of the more recent ukid-
die" shows is The Muppet
Show. Only during the first
season did they use Miss
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jealousy, in a tremendous Perfor-
mance. This leaves us with
Christopher Plummer's portrait
of Iago: it has been a long time
since I've seen an actor master a
role as well as this.
He gives a multi-faceted perfor-
mance, bringing out hidden
dimensions of the evil, slimy,
pathological lago. He works
beautifully with Jones in a perfor-
mance that will stay with you long
after you leave the theater.
The production has a limited
run through the Sunday matinee,
April 18. Standing room, at $10,
is a bargain you can't afford to
mISS.
(This is the first ofa six-pari, seeming-
Iy interminable, series.)
I'd gone to the Metropolitan grudg-
ingly, at the insistence of the man I
bought my coffee from in the Village.
He'd shoved the preview admission
card in with my Sumatra Roast; I paid
as usual and forgot about the incident
until this morning when I scooped out
.\DWHU$\ ~ the glossy square of cardboard along
~ with a cup's worth of grounds. I read
; the date: this evening. That's all I
"Jj read. It didn't matter any more what
. ~ they showed at the Met; my love of
:n Culture had died, in the same way I'd
come to mistrust Mr. Wing. and why I
didn't take my shirts there anymore; I
realized he wasn't doing it for love, he
was doing it to stay in business. I 'd
go; I always went; it was a duty I ac-
cepted when I first set foot in New
York four and a half years ago, a hick
from the wastelands of L.A., the duty
to know.
I fought my way through caftans
and minks. flung over Florida tans.
Somebody shoved a plastic wine glass
·in my hand and started to babble
about the exhibit. I was smiling but
not listening until I heard the word
that took me back twenty years to a
time, a place, an existence, a dream
and suddenly all I could hear was the
stilted rhythms of a hand-cranked
hurdy-gurdy, a music that sweetened
the air and tuned out the mental static
that had crackled between my ears for
the last twenty years.
.,Bedspreads," I repeated. "Reversi-
ble, silk and satin, handsewn, furled
,and flapping ... I've seen them. "
"Oh, you've seen them," the
modified Brooklyn accent intoned.
"Then you know all about it...
I'd seen them, danced and slept :
under them, draped myself in them,
cut, stitched and mended tllem.· I
knew everything there was to know.
, (to 'bedjscontinuM) • - ~ , ,
popcorn on a couch? Not
necessarily.)
John Monteith as the manager's
EST-etized henchman who goes
into intrigue for himself is a splen-
did creep. His work is detailed,
precise and sure; he's the one tidy
comer onstage-and funny. Bax-
ter Harris does a credible pastiche
of a 1940 bum a la Sterling
Hayden (I'm not sure why), but
goes nowhere with it. Mark Hat-
ton is adorable, proficient and
bland. Terry Layman is N.G. as
the valet.
Josh Mostel, son of Zero,
directed with an appropriate zest.
for the zany, but in slighting the
acting in favor of the goofing,
missed a large part of the real
humor. The best thing he could've
done is cut the play and/or asked
for rewrites-there is a lot of talk
that neither reveals character, ad-
vances plot or is even mildly
amusing-but maybe these op-
tions weren't. open to. him.. ,', I,
but Othello's' first gift and the
symbol of their love. Iago gives it
to Cassio, telling him that
Desdemona wanted him to have
it. When this reaches Othello, it
drives him over the edge. Before
the truth is fully known, Iago is
responsible )for the deaths of
Cassio, his friend, Roderigo and
Emilia. After strangling. .
Desdemona, Othello has Iago
brought to him to be castrated. He
then takes his own life, saying that
if a man is not in control of his
emotions he is not in control of his
life.
Technically, the production is
flawless. The lighting by Marc
Weiss is very fluid. David Chap-
man's set design, especially in its
. use of drapes, is marvellous
without being extravagant. The
fight sequences (there are several)
by B.H. Barry are staged so well
they become highlights of the
evening. Peter Coe's direction
(doctored by Zoe Caldwell) brings
all the elements to the right pitch
to male this a seamless show.
Dianne Wiest's Desdemona is a
jewel of a performance. Her
movements and speech sharply
delineate the fragility of this tragic
heroine. James Earl Jones brings
to the title role fury, compassion,
love. and most of all, a raging
Harry Goz and Brian Rose in Hollywood:
that Othello is planning to marry
her. Given a chance to explain,
Othello tells the truth: they are
already married. This upsets
Brabantio, but when he sees how
earnest Othello is, he accepts him
as son.
Meanwhile, the Duke of
Venice, impressed with Othello's
military achievements, puts him in
charge of the mission to Cyprus.
Othello and Desdemona are to
travel separately, he arriving
ahead of her. lago uses this to
make it appear that she and
Cassio are lovers, and this time
Iagos jealousy bears fruit.
Othello sees Cassio leaving his
wife's room and asks her about it.
Unaware of the danger she runs,
she tells her husband in all in-
nocence that Cassio was just
visiting. A verbal give-and-take
about a return visit by Cassio
plants the seed of jealousy in
Othello. When Iago hears of this,
his insidious grin tells all.
lago is a strange character,
wallowing in self-pity until he
wants to destroy everyone around
him, using every person and trick
at his disposal. His biggest coup is
getting his wife Emilia,
Desdemona's handmaid, to steal a
handkerchief of Desdemona's.
This is no ordinary handkerchief,
aura of a Kaufman and Pinter
play and ends as something like
Abbott and Costello Meet Sleuth.
Unfortunately, it's not as funny as
that sounds.
The play is not well-served by
two of the three main perfor-
mances. Harry Goz and Brian
Rose, two fleshy men with big,
rich voices, indulge in rapid-fire
bellowing at the expense of
character, action and comedy.
Harry Goz looks the part and does
great schtick-and if he were only
on for five minutes we'd love
him-but doesn't approach realiz-
ing the evil genius that incites the
whole comi-tragedy, Brian Rose
thinks because he's an actor play-
ing an actor he doesn't have to do
character work. Instead of taking
off a' genus (e.g. leading man) OJ
species (e.g. Robert de Niro)
which would have given the playa
, context and a lift, he behaves like
a mindless child (because it's




A new production of
Shakespeare's Othello, starring
James Earl Jones as the tragic
Moor and Christopher Plummer




Jealousy is the heart of this
play; we begin with Iago's envy of
Cassio, chosen over him to be
Othello's lieutenant, and end with
the death of Desdemona at the
hands of her husband Othello, the
victim of a jealous rage Iago
maneuvered him into.
Othello is the only major
chacracter in Shakespeare who's
black, and there is something very
special about him. Why did
Desdemona accept his proposal of
marriage? How did Othello rise
through the army to become a
general? As written, Othello is a
fascinating character and as per-
formed by James Earl Jones, he is
magnificent. Jones has played the
Moor in a half-dozen major pro-
ductions and puts it all together
this time to dominate the stage at
the Winter Garden.
Iago, Othello's confidante,
wants to salve his jealousy with
revenge.· He sends word to
Brabantio,' Desdemona's father,
By Erin Blackwell
Jones andPlummer: Dynamic Duo
If comedy consisted of the ac-
tors' conviction that they were
very, very funny whatever they
did, then Ferocious Kisses at the
Manhattan Punchline would be a
comedy. As it is, this new play by
Gil Schwartz is an imperfect
dramatization of one mordantly
funny idea and comedy is still, as
ever, dependent on character and
action.
Nothing happens in the first
act, but it's a good-natured, in-
nocuous nothing, and one of the
actors has a character, so, in the
spirit of the thing, one good-
naturedly returns for the second.
There's some additional nothing
at the top, but then the playwright
lets us in on his one idea, and the
actors start to have something to
do, and while it still isn't-comedy
with a capital C, something is hap-
pening and there are some very
good bits.
The one idea is the ultimate
publicity stunt-a real-Ife double
suicide-that a film star's (Brian
Rose) manager (Harry Goz) con-
cocts for the actor and his wife,
co-stars in "The Happy Dead," a
film ending in-·you guessed
it-double suicide. As this is not
the sort of thing most actors
would agree to, the manager has
to operate on the sly, with the
complicity of the actor's agent
(John Monteith).
The whole first act is so sly one
doesn't know what's going on.
Looking back from midway
through the second, the first act
makes some sense, but there's
, nothing in it worth keeping that
couldn't be added to the second to
form a decent one-act play. As it
is, the _P_~}' begins with _t~e hybrid
. - .--~-'-""- .... , "-':':.' .-- _.... - '.~' '" .- ..._- . : -' ... ;. ,. -, ,-", .. ~ ., .... , .. -., ~.
~r. Smith Goes To Chile
and values Ho1tywood..~nc.eplade
'it its business .io··~.t6 die..
,_.' .-. -. - ~. " ... -
world-s-what we' used to call .
Nazis, only this time Jhey're not
Nazis, this time they're on'our
s~e." . .
The juxtaposition of these two
movie archetypes," the squaring
off of the guy in the white hatwith
the. guys in the black, Americans
all, with no alien evil .to .blame, .
serves to disillusion tIS about our
role in international affairs, Lem-
mon badgers the U. S~ Embassy,
. out of. the same outraged sense of
decency Jimmy Stewart's -Mr.
Smith once took to the U.S.
Senate, but the stakes are higher .
and the crimes are bigger and our
hero's victory must consist in
fighting the fight, because the
good guys didn't win in Chile, any
of them.
Lemmon doesn't hit a false
note, but then he's not acting,
he's being. Spacek is equally alive
to the moment, but pales a bit in
comparison to Lemmon's rich,
mature tension. (He's rare roast
beef; she's chicken salad.) Still,
she's stunningly simply beautiful,
fresh and unmannered, and they
are well-matched both as actors
and grudging confederates. John
resists the truth about the U_S. Shea is aleading-man-type devoid
Consul (David Clennon) and Am- of character; he's acting, but
bassador (Richard. Venture) to technically proficient, so welet it
which his daughter-in-law is go at that. The bad guys are
already resigned. These men look wonderful. If they've got. to' really
to him like members of his own exist, it's some consolation that.
. respectable brotherhood,' the American actors can play them so
Establishment, and the facade en- 'well. David Clennon is a stand-
dures,. like a good paint job- on a Out, the epitome.()f the clean-cut
bad car, long after.theu,compijci- lofrse; theu&ed-caF salesman with
Jy.in- ms, ~'s_4isi1ppear~ .~:.- . an·VA fi"om:tlie HaiVilr4 BUSiness· .
perfectly clear. These guys are.ut- SchooL ). . .J.~.: -'< .-, -t~
terIy alienated from. the virtues B all thi fily means, see IS m.
The TIdIer'~: .: ,-.:
initially blinds her to the
significance of her own actions.
At the ·same time, Lemmon is
Lemmon, whose film persona is
an American type we know, love
and trust for its modesty, humor,
and the peculiar quality of not be-
ing taken seriously and turning
out to be.very serious indeed, of
missing the point, persevering,
~.~.gett~._ ~str:ai8h~,thaD.
· .anyone else. .
Lemmon's Harmon at first
so familiar ~ even welcome, that
one comes away with faith-not
in the nationai character, but
Hollywood's contribution to the
art of filmmaking.
Jack Lemmon's Ed Harmon is
an Establishment businessman at
pains to reconcile the American
foreign policy puzzle pieces with
the officialpieture; he is also
America~a~tir~
with·1Oad instincts but the wrong
information and a self-love that
By· Erin Blackwell
Yes, Virginia, there is a CIA.
Costa-Gravels' Missing. stars
Jack Lemmon as an American
father :who goes'. to coup-torn
Chile to find his c'missing" son
(John Shea) and bring him home.
He enters the. picture as a .good,
reIi~k, apple-pie-fed member of
the American business establish-
ment at 'odds with his son's sim-
ple, loving, flakeywife .(Sissy
Spacek), who's without illusions
about the American consulate's
willingness to back up its facade
of sincere concern with action. In
the course of pursuing his son's
trail, which he does with heroic
and unflagging determination, he
comes face to face with realities of
American imperialism he pro-
bably thought were the exclusive
domain of the "otber side." For
those of us still ignorant-but not
innocent-of this country'spar-
ticipation in the overthrow of
Allende's democratic government,
Lemmon's character provides the
quintessential tour of an evolving
American consciousness from
disbelief to sad self-recognition.
We follow him in his search for
his son and meet the enemy-and
it is us.
This movie is' more movie than
political tract and so sets its
message in cinematic idiom, ap-
plying. Hollywood archetypal
structure to this real-life 'story of
Americans in·Chile. Costa-Gravas
holds t~~ 'Y.?£~g'~_~?I_':l~.. \0 .
America and the facts are hard to
take, but the form he gives them








that uflash of knowing' ') which is
the object of Zen training. More
about this later.
Kurosawa has been a prolific
filmmaker, making 22 films in 20
years, from 1943 to 1963. He con-
tinued to exercise increasing ar-
tistic control, writing his own
screenplays and finally founding
his own production company. He
has long been known as an in-
dependent. and self-willed vi-
sionary, much like the main
character of Sanjuro and Yojini-
boo In these films, we meet the
independent, self-willed visionary
samurai (in the West, read gun-
slinging cowboy hero) who walks
into the picture, plays his hero's
role and departs as' he came. ~t.
another way, the mav~J:ic.k
samurai, superbly expert, superior
in skill and knowledge,to an ,hiS,
peers, enters, acts and. u1timaldy
departs into the sunset completely· ." .
unchanged, having chanaed'near:~ .
ly everyone in his wake. Some, we.
presume, grow toward their" .'
. enlightement; others, less~y,
are wounded or kiDed, perhaps 19.
go roWKl again on the .WheeI of
fife intheir next incamatioft.. ,' '." ..
. InYojbDbO, ~ ~.~'~ ..
equally ~ smaIl~·. factiOns' ....
against each other~ '-&'_1. ':"
Continued on ~)o'·~··::·:~',j· .."




Of all the important Japanese
directors, Akira Kurosawa is pro-
bably the best . known to'
Americans .... The most recent
retrospective of all 26 of his films
was given at the Japanese Society
last October through December,
At the Bleeker Street Cinema,
where the Tuesday night double.
feature is devoted to Japanese
films, a good mon th includes two
. or three by Kurosawa. His classic,
Seven Samurai and Kagemasba
(1980) and his latest film recently
played there to packed houses
On February 23, the Bleecker
Street .Cinema will show another
Kurosawa film well worth seeing.
This is Sanjuro, a fllm which with
its immediate" predecessor Yojilll-
" bo (1961), establisheda new kind
of film hero, quickly imitated in
the WeSt' iil ."ailif ·EastWoOd's A
Fistful of Dollars series, .
The hero of SanJuro, portrayed
by the great. Toshiro 'Mifune, is
the mysterious stranger playing
out what at first appears to be a
conventional superhero role. On
the surface this hero looks like the
Japanese equivalent of the Lone
Ranger or Batman, but. hidden
just below this surface (and
revealed by. an unconventional
ending) is the theme of 'personal
enlight.~t (and experiencinl...... ~ - ~. . .. ~
· .. :"
match. Both the naivete :and
slightly rough edge of Suzy come
across effortlessly under her por-
trayal. The supporting cast,
especially Frank McRae as the
childish bum Hazel, is quite good.
The feeling and atmosphere of a
forgotten town are captured
through the art 4irection and
cinematography. David Ward has
structured his script with snappy
· dialogue and nice flourishes. He
also does a commendable job ill
his first outing. as a.'~ direct~.
" ";. ' .._ ~_. (r:
, '.......: .~. .. 4", •s'
Canllery Row is the first good
film of the year. Taking the best
of two books by John Steinbeck,
Sweet Thursday and Cannery
Row, writer-director Davis Ward
has put together'an interesting set
of characters in a run-down town.
The leading character is a guy
named Doc. He's a marine
biologist who could live in a better
place but loves his friends too
much to leave.
One day a drifter named Suzy
wanders into the town in search of
work and ends up as a floozy in
the town cathouse.
Things run smoothly until she
meets Doc. Every time they talk
they say the wrong things at the
wrong time. Through their expres-
sions, though, we can see that they
are stuck on each other. They just
need an ice-breaker, which comes
when Doc takes Suzy out to din-
ner and they finally say the right
things.
All goes well until a party is Doc is forced to rebuild both his
given iIi Doc's honorv He's going house and his romance from
to a convention in San Francisco scratch, feeling maybe it's time to
for a few days. It's suggested that settle down after all. Wa,nting
Suzy go with him, but that's too _ some independence, Suzy has got-
much of a commitment for him to ten a job as a waitress and moved
make so he says nothing in reply. out on her own, but when she and
Justifiably hurt, Suzy storms out. Doc apologize, they're together
The party is then crashed by some far good.
local frat boys and a fIght between Nick Nolte waited five years to
them and the town bums gives us a play the role of Doc.' He's great,
break from romance and leaves bringing out the ups and downs of
Doc's. place looking like the scene his character convincingly,
of a recent hurricane. Husky-voiced ~bRtWin8erjs,his





Soft Cell: Innovation as Regression ClemonsPlays Hard





. .- . ."
Clockwork
As the lights dimmed on the
stage of the Roseland Ballroom, a
huge figure, discernible' only by
his w~i, made his way
toward the edge. As a spotlight hit
him, he let out· a soaring note on
his . golden saxophone, a note
which made it cleat that Clarence
Clemons had arrived in New
York.
Clemons, known for his power-
ful saxophone work with Bruce
Springsteen's E Street Band, and
his Red Bank Rockers, Jeff
Levine on organ, Jack Scarrengela
on drums, Harvey Brooks on
bass, Billy Ryan and John Landau
on guitars and the C.C. horns
blasted their way through such
R&B classics as· "Show Me" and
"Messing with the Kid," playing a
tight set that left the audience
hollering for more.
The .band proved themselves
bothseparately and together dur-
ing a rousing 20 minute version of
"Gimme Some Lovin' " in which
each member took a wild solo and
showed off .his credentials, but
was at its best when joined by.
singer J.T. Morgan who, backed
by Clemons, did rockin" versions
of "6345-789," and ~ 'Workin'
Man."
At their best, Clarence Clemons
and the Red Bank -Rockersare an
excellent hard-rockin' party band
who, unless they come up with
some original material, will unfor- .
tunately remain in that slot.
and insularexistence. Like a por-
no movie,. their world is unreal
and safe, where no intrusion can
break in on the soft cell that
encloses the life of their lyrics. A
vision for the ,.eighties, a
throwback to the Great Depres-
sion, where sugar-coated pennies
from heaven fall into the hats of
the dreaming public.
'~Entertain Me", the cut that
opens the second side, is the au-
dience response to Sondheim's
"Let me Entertain - You", pro-
claiming "I've seen it before/And
I've done it before/And I've done
it before/And I think that I like
it/But no, I don't know." ~
Soft Cell are not the Clash. Soft
Cell play at being lurid. But then,
Soft Cell make pretty decent
dance music, after all.
Here come' the eighties.
Tennesse hoedown, Don't be sur-
prised if you find yourself
shouting "Yeehaw" ever now and
agin.
Red Rocking Chair
Doc and Merle Watson
with T. Michael Coleman
Arthel "Doc'; Watson has been
performing music for the better
part of half a century. Blinded by
a rare disease as an infant, Doc is
almost universally considered the
best guitar . "picker". around.
His music, a blend of the best of
bluegrass, hi ues, and coun-
try/western, evokes the rhythms I
of travel by rail and the road, and ,
the atmosphere of the Depression. I
"How Long Blues" is a standout !
on an album of songs already
familiar to most of us through the
big influence of Doc and his genre
on generations of musicians.
On Saint Valentine's Day the
Swiss Chamber Orchestra, under
the auspices of Peoples' Sym-
phony Concerts, played four
pieces at the Hunter College
Assembly Hall.
The offering was evenly
balanced between two works of
juro completes itself in the man- the Italian baroque repertoire,
ner of a haiku image. A haiku's Locatelli's Concerto Grosso in D
stark concreteness is ethically Major and Vivaldi's Concerto in
neutral and evokes an emotion in A Major, and two modern works,
the reader. Sanjuro creates gen- Janacek's Suite for Chamber Or-
uine Zen consciousness in us by chestra, and Respighi's Antiche
telling nothing, by having no Donze ed Arie per Luito, Suite
moral, by not trying to convince No.3.
us of anything. Like the haiku, it Starting with the Locatelli, the
evokes an emotion in us with its thirteen-man ensemble performed
fine imagery of a sometimes cruel, the opening -Allegro in fairly bub-
sometimes. comic, sometimes bling Baroque manner. Unfor-
beautiful reality. tunately, the major emphasis was
Near the end comes the famous on the violins in the upper register
and with but one bass viol for
show down between Sanjuro and counter effect, the music was
another enlightened samurai. decidedly top-heavy. Likewise,
Sanjuro makes sure he is the one the harpsichordist, serving as both
who walks away into the sunset by soloist and ensembIist, was quite
drawing a particularly impressive lost amongst the overplaying
gusher of blood from the neck of violins.
his opponent. This is the emo- Welcome relief came in the
tional climax of the film and the form of the Janacek Suite, which
signal for his departure. gave the bass and celli a chance to
Which emotion is evoked is bat be in the cool, dark
secondary .to our reaction to- somberness of this modern re-
that emotion. We realize at last quiem.
that, as with a haiku, the point of After the intermission, the Or-
it all is not the reaction itself but, chestra returned with the
rather, becoming conscious of Respighi, a boorishly mediocre
rea5tion. We feel and then we and derivative piece which was
recognize that we are feeling, followed by the' uneventful
moving finally to the highest level Vivaldi. .
of all, that of reaction to this This concert was a lot like
recognition. This is, - at last, the SwitzerlaDd-pleasant but boring.
flash of consciousness to which The Orchestra took few risks, and
JClU'~\Ya.'would CaJ1Y,;US~ .: .' .' , c :<-,~ .the 'end, p~~,~' f~ ~\:Jprises.
,ea, ..... Mead•.
U.S. by Sire Records (Warner
Brothers' new wave left arm), Soft
Cell point to one style-'pop
.crooning. They may not sound like
Tony Bennett or Frank Sinatra
with the Don Costa Big Band,
but singer Marc Almond is quite
the croonair (sic). Whereas most
rock 'n 'roll singers -slur their
words, mush-mouthed (e.g. Jag-
ger, .Springsteen, Costello et al),
Almond's vocals corne over clear
as a crystal champagne glass, mix-
ed high above the instrumental
track.
Soft Cell play dance music-not
disco, soul, or rockrr'roll, but
80's-style Marlene Dietrich. On
"Seedy Films," Almond's voice
slinks around a snakey cabaret
clarinet, cooly distant and deca-
dent, intoning "blue film flicker,
hands of a stranger." Soft Cell-
read Padded Cell. An insulated
songs and treatments, pulling it
off very well indeed. Williamson
uses accepted styles and content as
a backdrop for his up-to-the-
minute response to the Irish
political situation. His theme is
separation, of North from South
and of individual family members
one from another. Through all of
it, his personal painful experien-
cing of the rift comes through
loud and clear.
Homecoming and Family Reunion
The Dillards
The Dillards, the King Family
of Bluegrass, is heavy on the fid-
dling and banjo-twanging. You
may think you're sitting down for
a quiet evening of non-
participatory osmosis at the side
of your Home Entertainment
Center, but you'l1 soon find
yourself transported to a good ole
ripple: Soft Cell, the English pop
duo. consisting of vocalist Marc
Almond, and multi-instrumenta-
list Dave Fall.
Soft Cell brought us that elec-
tronic wonder, ~ "Tainted Love," a
tune that transcends classifica-
tion. as likely to be heard on
Frankie "Payola" Crocker's
show on WBLS as on fatso Scott-
so Muni's show on WNEW. Even
American Top 40 on WNBC has
given "Tainted Love" a spin.
What is 'So unusual about Soft
Cell's sudden popularity (in this
country) is evident to anyone who
has heard them. Soft Cell's brand
of sparse, rhythmic synth-funk is
certainly nothing like what's on
the market today, but understand:
this is not rock music. Although
their debut album, "Non-Stop
Erotic Cabaret", is released-in the
Midwestern Hear t-
Claudia Schmidt
In the contemporary folk tradi-
tion championed by Joan Baez
and Joni Mitchell, Claudia
Schmidt is, as yet, a relative
unknown. If the talent she ex-
hibits. on this album gets heard,
this situation should remedy itself.
She sings from the heart. express-
ing her personal emotional reac-
tions with a good voice but rather
weak instrumentals.
Songs of Lon and Parting
Robin Williamson
In the Tradition
Boys of the Lough
There is a big difference in
tone in these entries from the
British Isles due to the almost
classical-sounding arrangements,
and the sweet, haunting playing
of the pipes.




Q: When does a group become
popular?
A: When their music gets airplay.
Q: When does their music get
airplay?
A: When they're popular.
And so it goes. Take a look at
the American top ten singles list,
the. most static animal since the
dinosaur. It's thoroughly
dominated by well-established
pop journeymen (OK, journey-
persons) who have often been in
the biz a good decade. Even so-
called new bands, such as the
wholly repugnant Quarterflash,
follow a well-trod path to success,
taking relatively few risks along
the way. Yet there is an occasional
ripple of activity on this nor-
mally frozen pond. This week's '.
Folk music is a term used to
cover a wide range of musical
styles. For some of us, folk music
is' vintage Americana; for others,
the music produced in the 60's by
such artists as Bob Dylan, Joan
Baez, Peter, Paul and Mary, and
the Byrds. More generally, folk is
taken tOIJ)ean xany music
representati-~'.,of.:-a.n ethnic
culture. .
Flying Fish, a small midwestern
label, covers all these bases with
an impressively various catalogue
of recordings, easy to relate to,
whatever your background. Each
of the records in the sample below
represents a different facet of folk
music, with this similarity: they all
tell a story, be it through the in-
strumental or vocal line.
February 22, 198!
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,MATHWORKS, the only school in N.Y. special1zing in
math courses for adults is now forming' classes-for its
Spring term: GMAT practice test workshops begin
March 10; full 10 week.GMAT/GRE.review cOurseS begin
March 20 and April 6; courses in arithmetic, atgebra',' pre- .
calculus, and calculus begin'ApriI12. 'r;: ,.
.. .. ~
FREE introductory GMAT/GRE math workshq~.glver on
Monday evening, March 1,' from ~8:30pm at T~ LIttle
Red School House (Bleecker St ,and6th,AYe~)..... .
.' ".' . . ~ ~ .
For further information and a ,free brochure. ·w-r:iteor::call: ,'.
.The Baruch College Student Group Health Insurance Plans
are once again opening their enrollment period for eligible
Baruch students..
Details with regard' to enrollment, application dates, and





Brochures which detail the provided coverage are available
in the Office of the Dean of Students, Room 1702, 360 PAS;
Medical Office, Room 308, 17 Lex.; and Evening Session Stu-
dent Services Office, Room '525, 46 E. 26th St. .
It- is advised that you carefully review these offerings and
examine the application and fee payment instructions for
each.
Should there be any questions, please feel free to contact
the Office of the Dean of Students.
-Health Insurance Now Available'
SEMEN will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who cannot have chlldren
due to male infertility.
AD donor types are needed.'
Donors will be fuDy screened and tested.
Accepted Donors arePAID
But Thursday night's results did
not phase the men's coach, Don
Larkin, whose pre-season plan
"was to survive this year." The
former John Jay and Brooklyn
College instructor is "satisfied
with the performance of the team
so far."
epee, while John McKenzie and
Robert Boyer had one each in epee
and foil, respectively.
Olympian (1976) Ed Wright IS
equally optimistic about "giving
Baruch their best season ever,"
although this is his first coaching
assignment. Captain April
Dunleavy shares this outlook:
"There has been outstanding im-
provement in the overall attitude
of the team. The girls have
become much more aggressive,
which is the key to winning."
Both squads are 3-0 against
CUNY teams this season and are
confidently eyeing the CUNY
Championships to be held in
March.
"We were simply outclassed all
around, " said Peter Lewison"
Captain of the Statesman, as they
bowed 21-6 and dropped their
season standing to 6-2. The prior
loss was to Rutgers.
Lewison, who was defeated for
the first time this season-he is
now 22-1-gained two wins .in
roll. Dan Mooney recorded twoiB
'Male and Female Fencers
Lose to Yale Opponents
Baruch's male and female fenc-
ing tearns suffered rare losses on
Thursday, February 11, when they
hosted Yale in the sixth floor gym-
nasium of the 23rd Street
building.
The women's team, which has
an average age of 21 years and
consists mainly of sophomores,
lost for the first time this season
by a score of II-S. They are now
6-1 for the season.
Coach Ed Wright, referring to
the loss, said, "It hurts because
we trained especially hard for this
match." Despite the defeat,
however, "things are going as well
as I hoped."
The Stateswomen, who fence
foil only, notched their wins
through Shelley Azumbrado, who
went 2-1; Ann Jones, who went
2·2; and captain April Dunleavy,
wOO went 1-3 for file meet. The
team also improved on its perfor-
mance since last year when it
woo only two bouts.
By Micbaell1anigan





Baruch Stuns Lehman, 67-65 in Double OT
\
Coach Levine planning his next move.
By Stuart Tanenbaum
On Sunday, February 14, 1982,
the Baruch College Statesmen
defeated the Lehman Lancers in a
game Lehman led most of the
way. This game ~as one of the
most exciting of the year.
Before the game, Coach Julie
Levine explained what his team
had to do to win."We have to box
out because they're a fine reboun-
ding team. We are going to
pressure their guards and run
against them," he said.
For the first half, Coach
Levine's philosophy didn't work.
Lehman built up a lead of 37-24
on the shooting of Marvin Lloyd
and they capitalized on Baruch
turnovers. Offensive rebounding
also helped Lehman build up the
large lead. At one point, Lehman
. led 20-9 as a result of Baruch not
hitting a field goal until 4 minutes
went by in the first half. Baruch
was led by Roger Miller with
eleven points in the first half.
In the beginning of the second
half, Baruch employed a strong
man to man press which caused
several Lehmantumovers and
enabled the Statesmen to get back
into the game. Later, Coach
Levine changed to play a 1-3-1
defense which baffled Lehman,
inducing them to fumble the ball
out of bounds many times.
John Panousopoulos, who
scored fourteen POInts, and
Charley Powell led Baruch's
comeback. They grabbed offen-
sive rebounds for easy lay ups that
helped Baruch get a 51-50 lead
with 5:37 left in the game.
Baruch opened a 57-53 advan-
tage with 1:35 left. Myles Reilly
made 2 free throws to bring
Lehman within 2 points. Then
Coach Levine was hit with a
technical foul when he argued that
Miller was fouled as he dribbled
the ball off his leg out of bounds.
Reilly hit both free throws to tie
the game at 57.
With thirteen seconds left,
Lehman started setting up a final
shot. Baruch played tenacious
defense which gave Lehman no
opening for a shot. But Miller
almost cost his team the game.
With one second to go, he ac-
cidentally bumped into Reilly, giv-
ing Lehman an opportunity to win
the game from the foul line.
Reilly, who just made 4 straight
free throws, had a chance to put
the game away for the Lancers by
making the first free throw of a
l-and-I situation. Baruch called
time out to make Reilly think
about the free throw. The delay
apparently affected Reilly because
he missed the crucial free throw,
sending the game into overtime
with the teams knotted at 57.
In the overtime, Panousopoulos
made a lay up and 2 foul shots for
Baruch while Lloyd hit a jumper
and Barry Matthews, who scored
eleven points, made an easy
breakaway basket for Lehman
making the score 61 each. With
I :37 remaining, Jacob Guerrero
stole the ball from Lloyd which
led to an easy lay up giving Baruch
a 2 point lead.
Panousopoulos had an oppor-
tunity to put the game away for
Baruch with 22 seconds to go. He
just needed the front end of a
l-and-I to do that but he failed
alloting Lehman a chance to tie.
Matthews came through again
for Lehman as he hit a long range
jumper with 8 seconds left tying
the score at 63 and sending the
game into a second overtime.
Matthews gave Lehman the lead
in the second overtime but Baruch
came back when 'Troy Whitney's
shot was goallended.
Baruch held the ball for a
minute and a half until Miller
dribbled the ball off his leg out of
bounds. Then Lehman attempted
to hold the ball for one shot but
their strategy was stopped by
Panousopoulos who made an
outstanding play intercepting a
pass from Matthews.
With fifty-three seconds left,
Baruch went into a delay type for-
rnation. Coach Levine called a
tim-eout with fifteen seconds togo
to set up a final shot. The play was
diagrammed for Miller to take a
jump shot but it went off the rim.
Powell grabbed the rebound and
laid it in with 5 seconds remain-
ing. A last gasp attempt by Mat-.
thews fell short at the buzzer giv-
ing Baruch a hard fought 67-65
victory.
The' double overtime win was
caused by Baruch's comeback in
the second half when they
outscored Lehman 33-20.
Miller felt that Baruch caught
up because of the confidence
Lehman displayed going into the
locker room. "They (Lehman)
made a lot of noise. They thought
they were going to blow us out.
The coaches told us to listen to
them and to play tighter defense in
the second half," Miller said. "I
think the defense was the ,dif~
ference in the game."
Coach Levine agreed with
Miller that the second half defense
caused many turnovers which
helped Baruch get back into the
game.
"I told them in the locker room
that we have to reach down to
play tile best defense we 'could in
the second half'. We used, a full
court man to man press at the
beginning and a 1-3-1 zone which
was very effective in turning
around the game," Coach Levine
. said.
Miller led all Baruch scorers
with twenty points . while Jeff
Johnson had sixteen points to lead
Lehman. The win upped Baruch's
record in CUNY to 9-2 with
Lehman dropping to 5-7.
Streak Sends Statesmen Soaring into First Place
By Pamela Smith
Baruch College (8-2) controls
first place in the CUNY North
Division. A loss to Staten Island
snapped a seven game winning
~
reak for the Statesmen but they
c me back to defeat Stony Brook,
7 -75. Staten Island (9-0) is leader
of the South Division.
Coach Julie Levine denotes the.
team's success to unselfish play,
speed and quickness with the ball.
"This team is very impressive,
especially our ability to play good
defense," said Coach Levine.
Another key to the team's suc-
cess has been Roger Miller. Miller
is third in scoring in the CUNY
League averaging 19 points per
game. He has the second highest
field goal percentage, is number
four in rebounding, third in assists
with 36, seventh in steals, and is
ranked second in the blocked
shots category.
"Roger is very hot while he's on
court and its hard to stop him,"
said teammate and personal friend
Troy Whitney.
And Miller has been very hot of
late, accomplishing a career high
of 33 points against Hunter Col-
lege. Cliff Marshall and Jacob
Guerrero have each done equal
damage to the opponents; Mar-
shall with his jump shot and Guer-
rero playing guard. The two havc
been consistent players
throughout the season.'
Coach Levine, by stressing
defense has added depth to the
team.
"I'm never worried about get-
ting points but moreso about stop-
ping the opposition," said Levine.
The seven game winning streak,
which fell one shan of tying last
year's record, included some of
the most exciting victories so far
this season. If you've missed out
on the action as it happened, here'
are highlights of the past six
games.
Baruch 77, Stony Brook 75 (Feb.
\O)-At the buzzer Roger Miller
pumped in a fifteen footer to lift
Baruch over Stony Brook in an ex-
citing comeback victory.
Staten Island 87, Baruch 78
(Feb. 8)- The dolphins gained
their ninth victory when they SIOP-
ped Baruch's winning streak at
seven games. Foul trouble played
a major-part in the Statesmen's
loss. Cliff Marshall, playing an ex-
cellent game, scored 23 points, a
career high. With Roger Miller's
15 and Troy Whitney's strong
defense, the Statesmen put up a
hard fight. John Panousopoulos
returned to starting lineup, despite
an ankle injury.
Baruch 71, Brooklyn 68 (Feb.
3)- Roger Miller scored 28 points
and pulled in 6 rebounds against
the Kingsmen. However, the sur-
prise attack came from 6'4"
center Troy Whitney. Coming off
the bench to replace an injured
John Panousopoulos, Whitney
managed 5 rebounds, 2 blocked
shots and and 4 points in the last
part of the second half. Keith
Jones hit 16 and Cliff Marshall
scored \0. Rich Micallef had 21
for the Kingsmen.
Baruch 75, John Jay 55 (Jan.
30)- Baruch officially clinched
first place with this victory. Cliff
Marshall and Roger Miller each
had 17 points. Keith Jones and
John Panousopoulos hit 14 each.
It was .a.strong second half for the
Statesmen, scoring 47 points to
shut down John Jay, who is se-
cond in the North Division.
Shooting 23 of 30' from the foul
line helped the team avenge the
December 15 loss to John Jay.
Baruch 59, Lehman 54 (Jan.
26) It was a 2-1-2 zone defense
and 7 rebounds that helped
Baruch pull off this victory.
Guards Jacob Guerrero and Keith
Jones each hit 12 and the team
managed eight dead ball rebounds.
Marvin Lloyd led the Lancers with
16 points.
Baruch 86, Hunter 79 (Jan. 23 I
The Statesmen almost blew a
chance '£0 wipe out the last place
Hawks when Coach Levine sent
five men off the bench to hold a
nine point lead in the second half.
"I admit putting then in the
game was a mistake and created a
lot of pressure for the men," said
Coach Levine. "I'll never do that
again," he added.
However with Roger Miller hit-
ting acareer high of 33 points and
(are you ready for. this?) 18 re-
bounds, 13 of 15 free throws, two
blocked shots and two steals, the
Statesmen again triumphed.
Sophomore 'guard Keith Jones,
replacing Gerald Taylor, pumped
in 15 points. Baruch managed 42
of their points in the first half.
Jacob Guerrero scored 9 and
Charley Powell hit 7. Taylor, who
was stricken with pneumonia,
hasn't played since the January 4
victory over Queens College,
Taylor, however is now recuperat-
ing and may return for the re-
mainder of the season.
The opening round of the
CUNY Championship Tourna-
ment will be held tonight, Feb. 22,.
at Queens COllege. Game lime
8:00'p.m. Bus service to and from
the games will be provided by the ,'D.
college. Admission is free and fan
support is greatly encouraged. For
more information contact the
Physical Education department or
College Relations.
" "Stars prepared by Burt Beagle
Tournament
~heduIe
SeeP~gel1
